“Packing up, motherfucker,” Guillen yelled at Houston radio reporter Paul Gallant at the end of May after asking whether the backwash from the Cuban community had settled following the ship’s infamous Castro remarks.

“Are you kidding me?”

It’s that very passion that helped Guillen’s Marlins win 21 games in May and set a franchise record. The Fish were atop the world and nearly atop the NL East standings, yet the Washington Nationals held onto their lead heading into June.

Sadly, by the middle of the month, the Marlins were playing thirty again and Guillen went under fire in a Met’s Journal poll of 100 MLB players that ranked him as the least respected manager in the game.

“Maybe it’s because I’m not a hypocrite, maybe because I’m not a liar, maybe because I’m [sic] kiss everybody’s ass,” he told the Sun-Sentinel when asked about the poll. “I don’t get paid for people to like me, I get paid to win games.”

Despite collecting a paycheck, Guillen’s team had an absurdly June, posting an embarrassingly low .518 record and sliding into second to last place.

July, however, looked promising. And the team hopes to come out victorious when it closes out its four-game series against the Nationals this Monday. First pitch is at 7:40 p.m. at Marlins Park (101 Marlins Way, Miami). Tickets cost $13 to $200 plus fees via ticketmaster.com. Call 800-678-5152 or visit marlins.com.

TUE 7.17

[FILM]

Feel the Burn

Saturday-era socioeconomic tensions form the backdrop for romantic entanglement and disintegration in a Burning Moon Summer, Philippe Garrel’s iconic portrait of two couples striving to stay together. Painter Frédéric (Louis Garrel) and his actress wife Angèle (Mona Bellucci) grapple with their separation, eloping in a relationship that is filled with brutal honesty and a longing for a love that can never be found. John Cale’s moody score, Garrel’s direction — exhibiting a fondness for long takes — has a choral quality that imbues the proceedings with edgy energy even when the plot fumbles around with superfluous elements. An evocative portrait of political divides today, the film is a visceral experience that leaves a lasting impression.

Thibault Gayet

Four Liberty/De Capo

Mixed media on paper

On view at Paper Works

The exhibit runs through September 30 and is free to the public. Museum hours are Tuesday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday from noon to 5 p.m. Call 305-348-3860 or visit thefronthebienes.com.

CARLOS ALVAREZ DE JESUS
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GALLERY WALK

ART + DESIGN NIGHT

SECOND SATURDAY OF EVERY MONTH

INSPIRING ART

SHOPPING

FINE DINING

DESIGNER SHOWROOMS

COCKTAILS

JULY 14

[7-10 PM]

THE DISTRICT FACTORY / Where Indie is Always Celebrated

3500 NE 1st Avenue

THIBAULT GAYET / Paper Works

94 NE 40th Street

LOCUST PROJECTS /

3852 N Miami Avenue

GRANITE TRANSFORMATIONS / Andres Dominguez

66 NE 40th Street

10/15 exhibit

Adinar Fine Arts

Arneos Gallery

Art Fusion Galleries

de la Cruz Collection

Elia Fine Art

Haitian Heritage Museum

Markowitz Fine Art

Michael Jon Gallery

Orange Culture Art

Primary Projects

Swampspace Gallery

Miami Design District

facebook.com/miamidesigndistrict

T/ 305.573.8116 38th to 41st Streets [between NW 2nd Ave & NW 3rd Ave]

VALET PARK FOR ONLY $10 [14 valet stations are located throughout the District]